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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Hi everyone, my name is Silvan Faßbender and I am from the Cologne Institute of Renewable Energies. I will talk today about the „Introduction to Empowerment with an application on control of electrical distribution grids“. This is a cooperation of Jan Bollenbacher, me and our supervisors Prof. Dr. Waffenschmidt and Prof. Dr. Rhein from the University of Applied Sciences of Cologne. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
First of all, I will introduce Empowerment to you. I’ll start with an analogon from nature and will continue with the principles, goals and definition of the subject. �Afterwards, I will introduce the control of electrical distribution grids and will show our proposal of Empowerment application in this area.�Finally, I will give you a conclusion and perspective.



Empowerment
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[1]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the animal kingdom individuals strive for domination and control.�Empowerment is the effort to maximize one’s own influence in the world. �Eat or be eaten, fight or flee, survive or pass away.�Empowerment can be used as a strategy to perceive the amount of control and achieve a more empowered state in the environment.



Principles and goal
 Main Principles [2]:
 Local
 Universal 
 Task-independent

 Heuristic:
‘The state of the most perspectives of influence 
is the best’

 Quantify the amount of influence with the 
information theoretical entropy
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The main principles of Empowerment are that the Strategy is local, universal and Task-independent.Local means that the knowledge of the local dynamics of the agent is enough to compute it. �It is not necessary to know the whole system. �Ideally, just the information the agent itself can acquire should be enough.Universal means that it should be possible to apply empowerment “universally” to every possible agent-world interaction.  �For Example, different scenarios like money in a bank account, social status in a group and sugar concentration around a bacterium would be treated uniformly by the empowerment formalism.Task-independent means that empowerment is not evaluated in regard to a specific goal or external reward state. �Instead, empowerment is determined by the agent’s embodiment in the world. So, the heuristic of Empowerment is ‘The state of the most perspectives of influence is the best’.�But how can we quantify the influence of an agent?�Well, Claude Elwood Shannon, the founder of the information theory, defined the information theoretical Entropy. The Entropy is equal to the mean amount of information. Thus, we could measure the mean amount of information an agent can perceive or is able to control.



Entropy
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Η bits

[3]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The Information entropy (eta) is measured in bits. It is equals the log base-2 of the number of possible outcomes. For example with two coins there are 2 to the power of two equals four different outcomes, and the entropy is two bits. However, before we can define the information theoretical Empowerment, we need to know more about the local functionality.



Interaction of agent and environment
 The agent performs a perception action loop 

with
 Its own actuator 𝐴𝐴 (sender) 
 The environment  𝑅𝑅 (transmitter)
 Its own sensor 𝑆𝑆 (receiver)
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[2]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
There is an agent that interact with its environment via a perception action loop. The components of the system are the agents actuator A, the rest of the world R and the agents sensor S. �As you can see here in the Bayesian network, the actuator sends information to the environment. In turn, the sensor receive the environmental information change. This can lead to another action.In order to determine the Empowerment we are looking for the information flow from the actuator to the sensor of the agent (green arrow). 



Mutual information
𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 = − �

𝑠𝑠′∈𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠

𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠 log2 𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠

𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 = − �
𝑎𝑎∈𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠

𝑝𝑝 𝑎𝑎 �
𝑠𝑠′∈𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠

𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎) log2 𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎)

𝐼𝐼 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠:𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 − 𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠
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Legend of variables:
𝐼𝐼 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠:𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 mutual information of the channel between sensor and actuator
𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 entropy of sensor set 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠
𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 conditional entropy of the sensor set 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 given actuator 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠
𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 discrete random variable modeling selection of action
𝑝𝑝(�⃗�𝑎) distribution over 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 (number-of-actions vector)
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 discrete random variable modeling occurance of successor state given 𝑠𝑠
𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′ 𝑠𝑠 distribution over 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 (number-of-sensor-output vector)
𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′ 𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎 transition probabilities (dynamics of the world) [2]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
First of all, we have to quantify the mutual information of actuator and sensor. The mutual information is defined by these featured entropies: the entropy of the sensor set Ss and the conditional entropy of the sensor set Ss given the action set As. Whereby, the first entropy somehow is the ideal sensor output. The second entropy describes something like the information loss due to inaccuracies of actuator and sensor. The entropy of the sensor s et Ss is equal to minus the sum of the distribution of sensor outputs times log base 2 of the distribution of sensor outputs over all elements s prime of the sensor set Ss.The conditional entropy of the sensor set Ss given the action set As is equal to minus the sum of the action distribution times the sum of the transition probabilities times log base 2 of the transition probabilities over all elements s prime of sensor set Ss over all elements a of actions set As.The mutual entropy is equal to the difference of the sensory and the transitional entropy.



Empowerment

E = 𝐶𝐶 𝑠𝑠 ≔ max
𝑝𝑝(𝑎𝑎)

𝐼𝐼 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠:𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠

E = max
𝑝𝑝(𝑎𝑎)

�
𝑠𝑠′

�
𝑎𝑎

𝑝𝑝 𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′ 𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎 log2
𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎)

∑𝑎𝑎′ 𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′ 𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎′ 𝑝𝑝(𝑎𝑎′)
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Legend of variables:
E Empowerment [bits]
𝐶𝐶 𝑠𝑠 Channel capacity
𝐼𝐼 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠:𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 mutual information of the channel between sensor and actuator
𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 discrete random variable modeling selection of action
𝑝𝑝(�⃗�𝑎) distribution over 𝒜𝒜𝑠𝑠 (number-of-actions vector)
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 discrete random variable modeling occurance of successor state given 𝑠𝑠
𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠′ 𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎 transition probabilities (dynamics of the world)

[2]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Finally, Empowerment is equals the maximum mutual information that is also called the channel capacity.�Beneath, once again the formula with the given probabilities of the actions and transitions is shown.�But what does it mean now? This is a quite complex formula. Let me explain it to you with a navigation example…



Grid world example
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X
N
E
S
W E = log2 2 = 1

[4]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
There is a maze. Its walls are visualized in black. �Now, imagine there is an agent that can move in 5 particular manner: stay, move north, east, south or west. This is the set of actions. �Then, we let the agent execute all these actions at particular positions in the maze and track where he can go. All reached positions are the set of the sensor.�At this first position the agent can reach only two positions, respectively sensor outputs. Accordingly, the Empowerment is equals 1 bit. 



Grid world example
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X
N
E
S
W E = log2 5 = 2.32

[4]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
At the other position, further away from a wall the sensor output reaches it maximum of 5. Here, the empowerment is 2.32 bits. �Therefore, the second position is better for the agent, because he can go in more directions. �This example is a 1-step-Empowerment. But the agent can also perform a n-step-Empowerment by iterating the action set at the reached position of the previous step for n times.



Application of Empowerment to Gridworld

1
2 2 2

1 2 5 2 1
2 2 2

1
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1
1 1 1

1

1-step-E 2-step-E

Number of 
possible paths 
achieving a 
particular cell

Empowerment-map 

[min; max] of E [1; 2,32] [2; 3,70] [4]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here, a comparison of 1- and 2-step-Empowerment is shown. In the result visualization the particular Empowerment values of each position in the maze is shown (light equals high, dark equals low Empowerment).�As you can see, increasing Empowerment steps smoothen the contour edges and higher Empowerment values are perceived. �Also showed is the Number of possible paths achieving a particular cell. At 1-step empowerment still every action generates an own sensor output, but with increasing steps the possible paths to a particular cell rises and not every action sequence lead to an own sensor output. �Consequently, the number of actions, while increasing steps rises with 5 to the power of n, but the maximum reachable positions respectively the maximum Empowerment rises not to the extent  (Smax=2*n^2+2*n+1).I hope you have now a rough understanding of Empowerment and how it is determined. �Now want to show you our proposal, just an example how Empowerment could be applied to the control of electrical distribution grids.



Control of electrical distribution grids
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The control of electrical distribution grids is an increasingly important theme, in particular in the context of the Energiewende, were we start to implement more and more distributed generators of renewable energies into the distribution grid. �From the electrical engineering point of view our considered system consists of a fixed low-voltage grid and a simple power line with a particular resistance and inductance.�At the end of the line, there is our distributed generator, which wants to feed freely power into the grid. �In this case, we often have the problem of voltage overshoot, were the voltage tolerance of +-10% of the grid voltage is exceeded at the grid location of the distributed generator. Consequently, the generator would have to decrease its power. To avoid this or a new grid infrastructure the problem can be compensated by power factor adaption. �By means of power factor adaption and feeding reactive power into the grid the voltage level can be reduced again. So, we have two degrees of freedom – feeding either active or reactive power into the grid. �Now, our plan is to adapt the power factor of our power plant by changing the portion of active and reactive current, while the voltage of our plant remains active.�But how much reactive current do we have to feed in to stay at a voltage level of 230 Volt?



Power factor adaption
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Well, this is the curve of 230 Volt in the polar diagram of imaginary and real current. Generally, on the right the diagram describes a power demand, while on the left it describes a power supply. Regarding the distributed generator, only the left side matters for our consideration. Besides, on the top a capacity and on the bottom an inductivity is needed.



System limits
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In addition, the system limits, thus the voltage tolerance of +-10% is featured. Now, our electrical environment is fully described as a sickle-shaped map of active and reactive current. But how can we now apply empowerment to this visualization? Well, let’s zoom into the environment.�
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
First of all, we defined a fixed current increment. In our case it was about 2 Amperes of active or reactive current. Then, we can apply for example a 2-step-Empowerment, to every position in this map. You can see here the particular start position of the agent in grey, where it can go in green and where it cannot go in red. 



Application of 10-step-Empowerment
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
And this is our resulting map of 10-step-Empowerment. As the environment suggests, the empowerment value is greater the broader to sickle body is.  



Conclusion
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 E-Application succeed, but for 
our proposal a simple linear 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
But, what do the results tell us?�Assuming, the grid fluctuates: the Empowerment value could indicate the operational safety.�When a fluctuation leads to a limit shifting the agent would have the most reaction possibilities in the states with the maximum empowerment.�In general, we showed that empowerment can be successfully applied to a more complex physical situation. However, our proposal can be discussed. This functionality in a still simple sickle world could also solved by means of a linear regulator.Nevertheless, as you maybe remember, empowerment works local, universal and task-independent. What further research areas and application would be reasonable?�



Perspective
Further research areas and applications:
 Local optimization with blurred limits 

− Probability distribution for Actions of the agent 
 Self-organization [7]

− Smart-Grid-Agents (Generators, storages and adjustable 
loads): How to implement Empowerment in a dynamic 
world?

 Optimization of multi-variable Problems
− Find optimal operation point of coupling of the energy 

sectors electricity, heat, gas and mobility
 Optimization of problems with competing goals

− Smart provision of balancing power
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
These could be a local optimization with blurred limits. In our proposed example of voltage control we defined the limits clearly. However, the Empowerment strategy is able to define blurred limits by means of a probability distribution for allowed actions of the agent.�Another issue is the Self-organization. Wouldn’t it be innovative to organize the control of agents for example in a smart grid locally? How would Empowerment work with a swarm of agents? How would it react in a dynamic world?�Then, the universal character of empowerment allows it to solve also multi-variable Problems to find the optimal combinations of variables.�Last but not least, Empowerment can help to find an optimum of several competing goals. 



Thank you for your attention! 

Do you have any more ideas for an application of 
Empowerment?
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thank you for your attention! Do you have any more ideas for an application of Empowerment?
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Annex: Power factor adaption
 Voltages in polar diagram
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Annex: Power factor adaption
 Voltages in polar diagram
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Annex: Power factor adaption
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